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Roll No:

B.TECH
(sEM- \.ID THEORY EXAMINATION 202r-22

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Time: 3 Hours Total Marks: 70

Note: 1. Attempt all Sections. Ifrequire any missing data; then choose suitably.

SECTION A

l. Attempt a// questions in brief.

a. What is meant by capacity verification?
b. Write shofi rotes on Evolution ofproto type
c. Compare random sampling and stratified sampling.
d. Diffelentiate between vadables and atffibutes with reference to control charts.
e. What is Procurement ofvarious products?
f. What is meant by inspection and control ofproduct?

Which control charts can be used for variable sample size and why?

StrCTION B

Altempt any thtee of the following:
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2x7:14

7x3=21
Explain the basic principles and

explain the procedure ofreview
of achieving quality in design. Also

Mean values and ranges of 20 samples (sample size:4) are shown in
chalt and Chart. Also calculate Process

Az:0.729, D::0 and

Explain construction and analysis of C- charts and P- charts.

z.

Capability.
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d. Describe "Fault Tree Analysis" briefly with a suitable example.
Explain ISO 14000 in brief highlighting similarities and differences with respect
to ISO 9000.

J.

SECTION C

Attempt any one part of the following:

Attempt any ,rrs part of the lbtlowing:

7xl=7
(a) What do you understand by intemal customer? Explain also review ofdesign.
(b) Explain objectrve of TQM,

4. Attempt any one part of the following: 7x1:7
(a) What is meant by process capability? How will you determine the same?
(b) Explain Economics of quality value and its contribution. How quality is cosi

optimization done?

5. 7xl=7

7. 7x

)l::

Attempt any rrn e part of the following:

How does the acceptance sampling by variables differ from that by attributes?

in CL, UCL and LCL.

At(empt any ane part of the following: 7x
(a)

inspection system economical?
(b) Define reliability. E

manufacturing. Discuss problems encountered. in reliability testing along with
three different test approaches use4 for evdluati'on ofreliability.

(a) \d hat is Taguchi gLrali@
f nction? Fxplain them in detail.

(b) Describe thebasic or@


